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ABSTRACT
It has been well-established that particular centrophilic orbital families in non-spherical galaxies can,
in principle, drive a black hole binary to shrink its orbit through three-body scattering until the black
holes are close enough to strongly emit gravitational waves. Most of these studies rely on orbital
analysis of a static SMBH-embedded galaxy potential to support this view; it is not clear, however,
how these orbits transform as the second SMBH enters the center, so our understanding of which orbits
actually interact with a SMBH binary is not ironclad. Here, we analyze two flattened galaxy models,
one with a single SMBH and one with a binary, to determine which orbits actually do interact with
the SMBH binary and how they compare with the set predicted in single SMBH-embedded models.
We find close correspondence between the centrophilic orbits predicted to interact with the binary
and those that are actually scattered by the binary, in terms of energy and Lz distribution, where Lz
is the z component of a stellar particle’s angular momentum. Of minor note: because of the larger
mass, the binary SMBH has a radius of influence ∼ 4 times larger than in the single SMBH model,
which allows the binary to draw from a larger reservoir of orbits to scatter. Of the prediction particles
and scattered particles, nearly half have chaotic orbits, 40% have fx:fy=1:1 orbits, 10% have other
resonant orbits.
Keywords: black hole physics — galaxies:elliptical and lenticular, cD — galaxies: kinematics and
dynamics — galaxies: nuclei — galaxies: structure — methods: numerical
1. INTRODUCTION
Supermassive black holes (SMBHs), with masses
in the range of 106M⊙ to 10
9M⊙, are a part of
nearly every galaxy center (Kormendy & Richstone
1995; Kormendy & Ho 2013). As galaxies grow through
merging, the SMBHs will sink to the center of the rem-
nant, eventually forming a SMBH binary (SMBHBs)
(Begelman et al. 1980) that will coalesce – though the
timescale from galaxy merger to black hole merger could
be more than a Hubble time. The process that gov-
erns SMBHB coalescence can be broken into three stages.
First, dynamical friction from the background stars and
gas drives the two black holes closer until they become
bound as a binary. As the orbit shrinks and becomes
a hard binary, few-body scattering of nearby stars dom-
inates. These stars have low angular momentum and
are located in a volume of phase space called the “loss
cone” (Quinlan 1996; Yu 2002; Milosavljevic´ & Merritt
2003). If three-body scattering is efficient, the binary or-
bit shrinks by a factor of a few hundred, resulting in
a binary which will start to emit gravitational waves
and merge into one. SMBHB mergers are thought to
be the most powerful gravitational wave sources in the
Universe (Hughes 2003). Of the three stages, the three-
body scattering stage is widely thought to the longest,
although some recent studies show the dynamical fric-
tion phase may now be the longest (Tremmel et al. 2015;
Dosopoulou & Antonini 2017); if the galaxy remnant is
gas-free, non-rotating, and spherical, this stage can be
longer than a Hubble time. Here, the binary stalls with-
out reaching the gravitational wave phase to finish the
coalescence. This is the infamous final parsec problem
(Milosavljevic´ & Merritt 2003).
Although lingering questions remain for the dynam-
ics of SMBHB, the consensus is that there are a
number of ways to drive the SMBHB through the
three-body scattering stage relatively quickly. One
way is shape: triaxial and axisymmetric galaxy mod-
els keep the binary supplied with stars on cen-
trophilic orbits to help the black hole binary merge
(Berczik et al. 2006; Holley-Bockelmann & Sigurdsson
2006; Khan et al. 2011; Preto et al. 2011; Khan et al.
2013; Vasiliev et al. 2014). Rotation also helps shrink
the binary orbit (Holley-Bockelmann & Khan 2015),
an effect often excluded from simulations despite the
near-ubiquity of bulk rotation in classical and pseu-
dobulges (Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004; Gadotti 2012;
Bender et al. 1992; Khochfar & Silk 2009; Bois et al.
2011; Tsatsi et al. 2015). A third intruder black hole
from a subsequent galaxy merger can accelerate the coa-
lescence of the SMBHB through the combined action of
Kozai–Lidov resonances and gravitational wave emission
(Hoffman & Loeb 2007; Bonetti et al. 2016; Ryu et al.
2017). Finally, the viscous drag from a gaseous disk
around the SMBHB may increase the binary’s orbital
decay rate (Haiman et al. 2009; Lodato et al. 2009).
While it’s true that centrophilic orbits in non-spherical
and/or rotating systems are thought to be key in
shrinking the SMBHB orbit, an analysis of the orbits
that are scattered by the binary has not been under-
taken. Instead, most studies analyze the orbits within
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a black hole-embedded primary galaxy before the sec-
ond SMBH enters, keeping track of those with the po-
tential of interacting with a SMBHB, if one were there
(Holley-Bockelmann et al. 2001, 2002; Jesseit et al. 2005;
Hoffman et al. 2010; Bryan et al. 2012; Valluri et al.
2012; Ro¨ttgers et al. 2014). However, the perturbation
from a second black hole may be significant enough to
obliterate stable centrophilic orbital families as well as
to generate new regions of stability in phase space. It
is important to understand the orbits that really do in-
teract with the binary, as these orbits can influence the
eccentricity and plane of the binary itself.
Here we examine the orbits of particles scattered by
a SMBHB in an axisymmetric galaxy and compare this
to the number and type of orbits predicted to interact
with the binary within the initial conditions of a single
SMBH-embedded galaxy model.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
describe the technique to identify the orbits which are
predicted to interact with the binary versus the orbits
which actually do interact. Our results are featured in
Section 3, and the implications are covered in Section 4.
2. METHOD
Our base galaxy model, with 1 million particles, is in
equilibrium, non-rotating, and flattened, having an axis
ratio c/a = 0.75 and a single SMBH. We introduce a sec-
ond equal-mass SMBH in orbit within the base galaxy
which inspirals and eventually merges with the central
SMBH; we output 53 snapshots of the inspiral process,
each snapshot containing the 6-d phase space information
of each particle and SMBH in the system. Note that the
orbital structure of the base model has previously been
analyzed in Li et al. (2015), and the inspiral dynamics
was explored in Khan et al. (2013). Here, we track those
particles that strongly interact with the SMBHB during
the inspiral and analyze their orbits. For more detail
about the orbital analysis technique or method of sim-
ulating the binary black hole inspiral and coalescence,
please see Khan et al. (2013) and Li et al. (2015). In
these models, we can scale the central black hole to the
mass of that in the Milky Way, which sets the length
unit to 20 pc, the velocity to ∼ 450km/s, and time to
∼ 4 × 104 years. In system units, the black holes have
equal mass of 0.005, and each stellar particle has mass of
1× 10−6.
We identify those particles that actually interact with
the SMBHB by looking for a large energy boost in a
particle in the simulation once the SMBHs are bound as
a binary at t = 8. We select the snapshots evenly from
t = 0 to 52, which are t = 0, 13, 26, 39. Although at t = 0
the binary is still soft, we analyze it as a comparison.
2.1. Particles with promise: Identifying centrophilic
orbits in the base potential.
As in Li et al. (2015), for t = 0, 13, 26, 39, we freeze
the potential of the base model at each snapshot, and
run each particle to t = 52. For each orbit, we record
its minimum separation from the SMBH, rmin; the orbits
with rmin less the hardening radius of the SMBHB (if it
were present in the base model). The hardening radius
is expressed as: ah = Gµ/4σ
2 (Quinlan 1996). We select
as model units the gravitational constant G = 1, the
reduced mass of the SMBHB µ = 0.0025 (since each
black hole has a mass of 0.005), and the stellar velocity
dispersion within the radius of influence of the SMBH
σ = 0.4. Therefore, here ah = 0.004.
2.2. Scattered particles: tracking particles that interact
with the SMBHB
Before the SMBHB hardens, a star may gain or lose
energy after interacting with the black holes. Since we
are interested in interactions in general, we track all par-
ticles with a significant change in energy, and we define
significant as greater than a 10% change.
However, in general, the particles gaining energy are
more than that losing energy, therefore the net energy all
the interacting particles gain is positive, which should be
equal to the energy the SMBHB loses. The total energy
of the whole system is conserved to∼ 10−4. For the snap-
shot of t = 0, among the 1 million particles, ∼ 640000
particles gain energy and ∼ 360000 particles lose energy.
However, for most particles the energy change is just due
to the background galaxy potential evolving with time
(see Figure 1 in Section 3). Only the energy changing
most particles are the ones that really interact with the
SMBHB. Therefore we order the stellar particles accord-
ing to the absolute value of their energy change percent-
age |∆E/E| from high to low. The criterion we use here
to find the “scattered particles” with the SMBHB is that
the total energy that the first Nr energy-changing-most
particles get equal to that the SMBHB loses. With this
criterion, we get Nr = 14226 for the snapshot of t = 0.
We note that among these 14226 particles only two hun-
dred particles lose energy, all the other particles gain en-
ergy. In order not to miss some particles with high |∆E|
but low |∆E/E|. We also order the particles by |∆E|
from high to low and make use of the same criterion ob-
taining Nr = 11839. The union of these two groups of
particles are considered as the “scattered particles”. The
total number is ∼ 14900, mainly made of the ones ob-
tained using |∆E|. For all the “scattered particles”, the
∆E/E is significant, which is between 10% and 1000%,
with minimum value 10% and maximum value 41200%.
We use the same method to obtain the “scattered parti-
cles” for other snapshots.
Figure 2 shows the number of scattered particles, par-
ticles with promise, and common particles of the two
groups at each snapshot of t = 0, 13, 26, 39. The trend
is particles with promise at any snapshot are more than
that of scattered particles of the same snapshot, indicat-
ing that the binary does not scatter as many particles as
it can – it only scatter as many as it needs. It is natural
that at earlier time it can and needs to scatter more. For
example, from t = 0 to t = 52 the binary can scatter
particles 1.5 times its mass, while from t = 39 to t = 52
it can only scatter half its mass. The common particles
of the two groups are rare, usually less than 30% of par-
ticles with promise of the same snapshot. It is inferred
that both the particles with promise and scattered parti-
cles may be drawn from a larger collection, because even
if they do not have many common particles, they still
have the same characteristic quantities such as energy,
Lz, etc., as shown in Section 3.
After identifying particles with promise and scattered
particles for the four snapshots, we run the eight groups
of particles for 100 dynamical times to get dominant fre-
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Figure 1. Density of the central part of the two-SMBH model
galaxy versus radius. This shows before the SMBHB becomes hard
at t = 8, the binary attracts stars nearby increasing its central
density, and after the hardening at t = 8 the interacting between
the SMBHB and the stars decrease the density of the central part
of the galaxy gradually. This also indicates that the region of
influence of the SMBHB is∼ 4 times larger than that of one SMBH.
quencies along the principle axes for each particle. For
the first 50 dynamical times, we obtain fx1, fy1, fz1;
for the second 50 dynamical times we obtain fx2, fy2,
fz2. We use Laskar’s frequency mapping technique to
classify orbits according to the dominant frequency ra-
tios along the principle axes (Valluri et al. 2010, 2012;
Vasiliev et al. 2014, 2015; Holley-Bockelmann et al.
2001, 2002; Holley-Bockelmann & Sigurdsson 2006;
Holley-Bockelmann & Khan 2015) and determine the or-
bital families present by integrating all particles to com-
plete the phase coverage of the orbit. To identify chaotic
orbits, we use the criterion that any two of fx, fy, fz must
satisfy both |f1 − f2| > 2fbin and |f1 − f2|/f1 > 10
−1.22
(Valluri et al. 2010). As shown in Figure 7, the main res-
onant orbital type is fx : fy = 1 : 1. The way we identify
this tube orbit is excluding all the chaotic particles, if a
particle satisfies fx/fy > 0.95 and fx/fy < 1.05, it is
considered as a fx : fy = 1 : 1 orbit. The remaining
orbits are resonant orbits.
3. RESULTS
Table 1 lists the energy components and energy change
of the stellar particles and the SMBHB in the two-SMBH
model at t = 0 and t = 52. The first four columns show
the stellar particles’ potential relative to the stellar back-
ground Epot in, their potential relative to the SMBHB
Epot ext, their kinetic energy Ek, and their total energy
Etot, respectively. The last three columns show the two
SMBH’s potential relative to each other Epot, their ki-
netic energy Ek, and their total energy Etot. From this
table, we can notice that: the energy the SMBHB loses
equal to that the stellar particles gain as expected; the
stellar particles’Epot in changes a lot, while their Epot ext
and Ek do not change too much; the energy in the sys-
tem mainly is given from Epot (the SMBHB’s potential
relative to each other), half obtained by their kinetic en-
ergy EK , half obtained by the stellar particles’ Epot in.
This indicates the stellar particles’ main energy change
between t = 0 and t = 52 is due to the SMBHB changing
the stellar structure by interacting with them. Therefore
we plot Figure 1.
Figure 1 shows the stellar density at snapshots of
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Figure 2. The number of scattered particles, particles with
promise, and common particles of the two groups at each snap-
shot of t = 0, 13, 26, 39. The trend is particles with promise at
any snapshot are more than that of scattered particles of the same
snapshot indicating that the binary does not scatter as many par-
ticles as it can – it only scatter as many as it needs.
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Figure 3. Kinetic energy of the two SMBHs versus time. It shows
that the kinetic energy of the two SMBHs increase with time. After
t = 6, the two SMBHs have nearly the same kinetic energy, which
is as expected since they have equal masses.
t = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 13, 26, 39, 52, respectively. The ori-
gin is set up to the center of mass of the SMBHB. The
solid lines show the density before t = 8, while dash lines
show the ones at t = 8 and after. It is seen that the
density increases so much from t = 0 to 6, then it de-
creases from t = 8 to t = 52 all along, though not too
much. As we mentioned before, at t = 8 the SMBHB be-
comes a hard binary, therefore this density trend can be
explained this way: when the SMBHB is soft, it mainly
attracts nearby stars making the central density dramat-
ically increase more than 10 times; while when the binary
becomes hard, it three-body scatters the stars passing-
by making the density decrease gradually. If the SMBH
scales to that of our Milky Way, the radius of influence
is 0.05 in system units. We noticed that the interaction
of the SMBHB and surrounding stars influences the stel-
lar density within 0.2 system units (4 times the radius of
influence of a single SMBH). That means the region that
the SMBHB can impact is at least several (∼ 4) times
larger than the influence radius of one SMBH.
Figure 2 shows the number of scattered particles, par-
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Table 1
Energy table
Stellar Particles Epot in Stellar Particles Epot ext Stellar Particles Ek Stellar Particles Etot BHB Epot BHB Ek BHB Etot
t=0 -0.305 -0.016 0.157 -0.164 0.000 0.001 0.000
t=52 -0.290 -0.017 0.159 -0.146 -0.034 0.017 -0.017
∆E 0.016 -0.001 0.002 0.018 -0.034 0.017 -0.018
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Figure 4. Energy histogram. The left and middle panels show the energy distribution of particles with promise and scattered particles in
the one-SMBH model for snapshots of t = 0, 13, 26, 39, in number and fraction, respectively. The right panel of Figure 4 shows the energy
distribution of the two groups and all the 1 million particles, in fraction, for t = 0 snapshot. This figure shows in all snapshots except t = 0
the particles from the two groups are from the same lower energy slice.
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Figure 5. Histogram for rmin. The left and middle panels show the rmin histogram of particles with promise and scattered particles in
the one-SMBH model for snapshots of t = 0, 13, 26, 39, in number and fraction, respectively. The right panel shows the rmin histogram of
particles with promise, scattered particles and all particles at t = 0 in the one-SMBH model. This shows that both particles with promise
and scattered particles have lower rmin than the group of all particles, and scattered particles have bigger rmin than particles with promise.
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Figure 6. Histogram for Lz . The left and middle panel of Figure 6 show the Lz histogram of particles with promise and scattered particles
in the one-SMBH model for snapshots of t = 0, 13, 26, 39, in number and fraction, respectively. The right panel shows the Lz histogram of
particles with promise, scattered particles and all particles at t = 0 in the one-SMBH model. This figure illustrates that both particles with
promise and scattered particles have more than 90% particles with Lz around 10−7 much smaller than the group of all particles, which has
Lz peaking at around 1.
ticles with promise, and common particles of the two
groups at each snapshot of t = 0, 13, 26, 39. The trend
is particles with promise at any snapshot are more than
that of scattered particles of the same snapshot, indicat-
ing that the binary does not scatter as many particles as
it can – it only scatter as many as it needs. Also the ear-
lier snapshots have more particles of either group than
that in later snapshots as expected.
Figure 3 shows the kinetic energy of the two SMBHs
increases with time. After t = 6, the two SMBHs have
nearly the same kinetic energy. Since they have equal
masses, therefore they have equal velocity after t = 6.
The left and middle panels of Figure 4 show the en-
ergy histogram of particles with promise and scattered
particles in the one-SMBH model for snapshots of t =
0, 13, 26, 39, in number and fraction, respectively. The
trend is for any energy bin in any snapshot except t = 0
the number of particles of promise is bigger than that of
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Figure 7. Frequency maps. The upper panel shows the frequency maps of particles with promise of t = 0, scattered particles of t = 0,
particles with promise of t = 13, scattered particles of t = 13, respectively. The lower panel shows the frequency maps of particles with
promise of t = 26, scattered particles of t = 26, particles with promise of t = 39, scattered particles of t = 39, respectively.
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Figure 8. Orbital classification. The left panel shows the number of particles in each type for the eight groups, the right panel shows the
fraction of types in each group.
scattered particles. The amazing thing is in the fraction
panel all the lines except the ones for t = 0 lie on each
other perfectly, which shows in all snapshots except t = 0
the particles from the two groups are from the same en-
ergy slice. The right panel of Figure 4 shows the energy
distribution of the two groups and all the 1 million par-
ticles, in fraction, for t = 0 snapshot. We notice that for
the “all particles” group the energy peaks at E = −0.1,
which is much bigger than the peak position of parti-
cles with promise at E = −1.3 and the peak position
of scattered particles at E = −1.6. This indicates that
the particles with promise and scattered particles both
belong to lower energy slice. Though not showing energy
of all particles in other snapshots, particles with promise
and scattered particles in other snapshots are also from
lower energy slice.
The left and middle panels of Figure 5 show the rmin
histogram of particles with promise and scattered par-
ticles in the one-SMBH model for snapshots of t =
0, 13, 26, 39, in number and fraction, respectively. In the
number panel particles with promise have more particles
in every rmin bin. In the fraction panel all the lines of
particles with promise are perfectly overlying with each
other peaking at rmin = 10
−2.8, also all the lines of scat-
tered particles are nearly overlying with each other peak-
ing at rmin = 10
−2.0 except the one of t = 0, which indi-
cates that scattered particles can have bigger rmin. The
right panel shows the rmin histogram of particles with
promise, scattered particles and all particles at t = 0 in
the one-SMBH model. It is seen that the two groups
have much smaller rmin than the group of all particles
has.
Lz is conserved in axisymmetric galaxies. The left and
middle panel of Figure 6 show the Lz histogram of par-
ticles with promise and scattered particles in the one-
SMBH model for snapshots of t = 0, 13, 26, 39, in number
and fraction, respectively. We can see from both panels
that for both groups more than 90% particles have very
small Lz around 10
−7. The right panel shows the Lz
histogram of particles with promise, scattered particles
and all particles at t = 0 in the one-SMBH model, illus-
trating that both groups have much lower Lz than the
group of all the particles does, which has Lz peaking at
around 1.
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Figure 7 shows the frequency map of the eight groups
of particles. The upper panel shows the frequency maps
of particles with promise of t = 0, scattered particles
of t = 0, particles with promise of t = 13, scattered
particles of t = 13, respectively. The lower panel shows
the frequency maps of particles with promise of t = 26,
scattered particles of t = 26, particles with promise of
t = 39, scattered particles of t = 39, respectively. It is
seen that the main resonant orbital type is fx : fy = 1 :
1. We can also notice this in Figure 8, the left panel of
which shows the number of particles in each type for the
eight groups, the right panel of which shows the fraction
of types in each group. Except the scattered particles of
t = 0, all other groups have chaotic orbits for the most,
then fx : fy = 1 : 1 orbits, then other resonant orbits.
It is also no surprising that for each type, the number
of particles decreases from t = 13 to t = 39. While also
except t = 0, all other groups have the same fraction for
the three orbital types – all have chaotic orbits around
50%, fx : fy = 1 : 1 resonant orbits around 40%, other
resonant orbits around 10%. This again verifies that the
prediction groups are the same groups of particles with
the scattered particles, except t = 0 groups. Meanwhile,
it shows that chaotic orbits are the most particles both
in prediction and scattered groups, which is due to both
groups very close to the SMBHB as expected.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Several ways are provided to solve the “ final parsec
problem”, which is thought not a problem in a realistic
galaxy, but the detail is not clear. We want to know if
the particles which in a one-SMBH-embedded-in galaxy
can get very close to the center(i.e. rmin < ah) still can
do that in the same galaxy with two-SMBH-embedded-
in making the SMBHB merge. Two equal mass SMBHs
in axisymmetric galaxy model with 1 million particles
and c/a = 0.75 in (Khan et al. 2013) can merge into one
within 2.4 Gyr. Since the energy the SMBHB loses equal
to that the stellar particles obtain, we define the energy
changing most particles as the “ scattered particles” with
the SMBHB. At the same time we fix this model’s po-
tential at the snapshots of t = 0, 13, 26, 39, making only
one SMBH at the center of the galaxy and predict the
“particles with promise” that can be potentially inter-
acting with the SMBHB by checking the particles’ rmin
before t = 52 as in Li et al. (2015). Then we rerun the
two groups of particles for 100 dynamical times to obtain
each particle’s frequency and the z component of angu-
lar momentum Lz. We use Laskar’s frequency mapping
technique to classify orbits according to the dominant
frequency ratios along the principle axes.
To summary, we find that after the SMBHB hardens
the particles with promise and scattered particles are
drawn from the same collection of phase space, although
they do not have too many particles in common. Be-
tween t = 0 to t = 52 (the SMBHB hardens at t = 8) the
particles’ energy change comes from the variation of the
central density of the galaxy not the directly interaction
with the SMBHB. Some main conclusions are as follows.
1. The number of scattered particles in all snapshots
except the one at t=0 is less than that of particles with
promise, which maybe caused by ah decreasing after the
SMBHB’s hardening, while in the prediction we apply a
constant ah.
2. The energy and Lz distribution of particles with
promise and scattered particles except t=0 are nearly
the same, showing that the two groups of particles are
drawn from the same collection in phase space.
3. The stellar central density in the two SMBHs’ model
increases before the binary becomes hard and decreases
after it becomes hard. It is suggested that when the
SMBHB is soft, it mainly attracts nearby stars making
the central density dramatically increase more than 10
times; while when the binary becomes hard, it three-
body scatters the surrounding stars making the density
decrease gradually.
4. The rmin of scattered particles is bigger than that
of particles with promise.
5. Except t = 0, for both particles with promise and
scattered particles, nearly 50% of them have chaotic or-
bits, 40% have fx:fy=1:1 orbits, the remaining 10% have
other resonant orbits.
6. Because of the larger mass, the SMBH model has
a radius of influence ∼ 4 times larger than in the single
SMBH model, which allows the binary to draw from a
larger reservoir of orbits to scatter.
7. After hardening, the two SMBHs have the same
kinetic energy.
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